Horizon Group
Announces New RV
Resort in Caldwell, ID
Brand new 136 site Resort scheduled for soft opening Mid-July
Westlake Village, CA June 10, 2015 – Horizon Outdoor Hospitality Group
announced today that they are nearing completion of the construction of
Canyon Springs RV Resort in Caldwell, Idaho. Horizon’s Development
Division, lead by David Simms and Tony Caputo, provided not only the initial
Feasibility Study but is also overseeing the construction of the new 136 site
Resort, located 28 miles northwest of Boise just off of I-84. Slated to open in
mid-July, Canyon Springs RV Resort will feature ample 60’ pull-through
sites, as well as lakeside, back-in sites along the banks of a fully stocked
fishing lake. All RV sites have 50-amp electric service, water, sewer,
landscaping and a carriage light. Free Wi-Fi and 36 channel TV is also
available at every site. Other amenities include boat rentals, and a
Community Lodge with billiards, lounge area with TV, warming kitchen and
four roomy, private, tiled shower facilities.
David Simms remarks: ‘It is terrific to work with the California based client,
TCC Properties Inc. for whom we have tremendous respect. Working with his
vision and ours, we arrived at the ideal layout for this market and we are
absolutely convinced of a very rapid occupancy growth in very short order’.
Adds Caputo: ‘This is a prime example of what we strive for as a company.
It is extremely gratifying to provide Feasibility work that leads to the client’s
comfort in having us build the resort, and we believe this will quickly become
the go-to Resort in the area’
Management Services for the property will be provided by Horizon RV
Resorts, a stalwart in the industry providing turn-key, third party
Management services to the RV industry for over 12 years. Scott Foos,
President of Horizon RV Resorts, is bullish on Canyon Springs RV Resort’s
viability and desirability: ‘When I first arrived at the site I was immediately
impressed with the location, and our market research quickly lead me to
conclude that this property was going to be exactly what the area needed.

By providing Management services, we’re doing exactly what we as a
company strive for; complete solutions for the entire life cycle of Outdoor
Hospitality product. From the initial Feasibility work to construction and now
management, Horizon is raising the bar for a truly comprehensive services
and we believe Canyon Springs will be exceptionally successful by virtue of
our involvement in every phase of the project’
A tentative ‘soft’ opening is scheduled for mid-July, with gradual phasing
leading to the grand opening in August. Adds Foos: ‘We strongly encourage
any RVers considering the Boise area as part of their travels, to visit the
Canyon Springs web site to learn more; canyonspringsrvresort.com. We
have been exceptionally pleased with the very strong community support,
and the interest from RVers wanting to stay with us has been beyond belief.
We encourage advanced reservations soon to get the best sites!’
About Canyon Springs RV Resort: Canyon Springs RV Resort is the ideal
RV Resort in southwestern Idaho, serving the cities of Caldwell, Boise, and
Nampa. The resort is set in open rural surroundings with plenty of access to
outdoor activities. Our park’s brand new facilities include the modern
amenities you need. Every spacious site has full RV hookups, free Wi-Fi
Internet and cable TV; pull-thru sites are available. There are plenty of
recreation choices nearby including golfing, fishing, boating, wake boarding,
trap shooting, wine tasting, or shopping.
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